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Soul-centered BASIC SKILL:   
FACILITATING CLEAR, POSITIVE INTENTION 

 

 
“A traveler came to a worksite and saw two men carrying stones.  One man was working 

listlessly with a sullen expression on his face, while the other man was cheerfully singing as he 
busily carried stone after stone.  ‘What are you doing?’ asked the traveler of the sullen worker.  

‘Laying stone’ was his reply.  ‘What are you doing?’ the industrious worker was asked.  
‘Building a cathedral’ was his reply.  This is intention at work.” 

◆ Medieval tale 
 

“Within Peace, Acceptance, non-attachment, and Love, there is a deeply profound  
Awareness that compels us toward the fulfillment of our purpose.   
When we act upon that Awareness, we discover our Intention.” 

◆ Ron and Mary Hulnick 
 

ESSENCE: 

Clear, Positive Intention is a powerful tool of Co-Creation that serves the purpose of assisting you in 
gathering your energy and focusing it in the direction of that which you intend, be it Spiritual 
Awakening or success on the Goal Line.  It is the inner action of consciously aligning and focusing 
your energy in a particular direction towards a particular outcome.  You can also think of intention as 
a powerful inner determination or resolve to move toward a particular result. 

Unclear intentions tend to lack both clarity of direction and sufficient focused energy thus resulting in 
nebulous outcomes.  Sometimes limitation and negative outcomes are programmed by focusing on 
what you want to avoid rather than positively affirming what you intend to create and experience.  
And since energy follows thought, limiting beliefs can act as competing intentions. 

Elements important in Facilitating Clear, Positive Intention are: 
a. Centering yourself in your Essential Loving Nature. 
b.  Clarifying intended outcomes.  
c.  Distinguishing Goal Line intentions (having to do with physical world reality such 

as career, health, relationships, finances, etc.) from Soul Line intentions (having to 
do with your Awakening and your inner life). 

d. Being specific while remaining open to the greater good. 
e. Stating the intention(s) in the positive. 
f. Visualizing outcomes as if they are already present. 
g. Gathering and focusing your energy.  Is your intention as strong as your intention 

to take your next breath?  
h. Letting go of attachment to the outcome, trusting in the Divine. 
i. Holding your intentions in the context of this or something better for the Highest 

Good of All Concerned. 
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When clear, positive intention is present, the methods for achieving it tend to present themselves.  
Setting intentions is not about creating a roadmap or blueprint for how to achieve your intended 
outcomes.  It’s about assisting you in setting your sights on where you want to go, bringing 
forward your resolve and trusting and allowing your own inner Wisdom and the Universe to 
show you how to get there in accordance with your Highest Good. 

PURPOSES/BENEFITS: 

1. Assists in moving from ego identification and ego creation into the consciousness of 
Co-creation and identification with yourself as a Divine Being having and using a human 
experience. 

2. Brings forward greater Awareness of the power of your word. 

3. Supports you in gathering and aligning your energy in harmony with your intentions and 
intended outcomes. 

4. Shifts focus from outcomes to be avoided to outcomes to be experienced.   

5. Supports you in experiencing the power inherent within your Authentic Self.  
 
FACILITATING CLEAR, POSITIVE INTENTION: 

1. Center yourself in your Authentic Self.  Invoke your Inner Counselor. 

2. Always be Aware that you are talking with another LOVING ESSENCE calmly 
experiencing everything their personality or ego is going through regardless of their 
current thoughts, feelings, or behaviors.  Consciously look for that LOVING ESSENCE for 
it is ALWAYS PRESENT. 

3. Remember, the person before you has all the inner resources necessary to effectively 
respond to their situation. 

4. Invite your partner to center themselves in their Loving and to explore what the outcomes 
are that they are seeking through their participation in the Workshop.  Utilize all the Soul-
Centered Basic Skills including Seeing the Loving Essence, Heart-Centered Listening, Perception 
Checking, Accessing Intuition, and Prizing to assist them in developing clear, specific, 
positive intentions for their participation throughout the Workshop. 

5. If your partner’s expression includes negative statements of what they don’t want, coach 
them on redirecting their focus toward what they do want.  Gently remind them they are 
creating their reality through their thoughts and words as well as their actions. 

6. Assist your partner in formulating specific statements of clear, focused, and energized 
intentions accurately expressing their intended outcomes.  Use Open-Ended Questions and 
Perception Checking to confirm their intentions have resonance for them.  If their intention is 
a “should” rather than a Heartfelt expression, encourage them to attune to the Wisdom of 
their Heart. 

7. If your partner is concerned about how they are going to accomplish their intentions, 
remind them that when an intention is clear, the methods for achieving it reveal 
themselves.  Encourage them in holding the vision and trusting themselves and Spirit. 

8. Invite your partner to share Gratitude with themselves for bringing their intentions 
forward.  Encourage them to continue holding true to themselves and making Self-
Honoring choices in alignment with their intention(s). 
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SAMPLE INTENTIONS TO ASSIST YOU IN GETTING STARTED: 

1. As Facilitator, my intention is residing in the Unconditional Loving, Wisdom, and natural 
knowing of my Inner Counselor, and demonstrating effectiveness in using the Soul-
Centered Basic Skills and Facilitation Approaches. 

2. As Client, my intention is going for the deepest level of Healing available to me at this 
time, sacrificing judgments, limiting beliefs, misunderstandings, and misidentifications 
through Compassionate Self-Forgiveness and applying Loving to the parts inside that hurt, all 
in service to the revelation of the Authentic Self. 

3. As Neutral Observer, my intention is to be present, hold in the Loving throughout the trio, 
and participate in giving and receiving honest, caring, constructive feedback. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

“The old proverb of the watched pot that never boils thus turns out to be true in the quantum-physical 
domain.  What follows is the physics of Karma (action of intent) consisting of three new  

quantum axioms of intent based on this old proverb. 
1. (a) A watched quantum pot never boils if you intently observe it to not boil. 

  2. (b) A watched quantum pot boils if you intently observe it to boil. 
 3. (c) A watched quantum pot boils even on a cake of ice if you intently observe it to boil. 

“This implies there is a deep connection between the observer and the observed.  So deep, in fact, 
that we really cannot separate them.  All we can do is alter the way we experience reality.   

This is where intent comes in.” 
◆ Fred Alan Wolf 

The Spiritual Universe 
 

 


